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Open for Business:

Huntsman Hall opens doors to business students at Utah State
By Whitney Eversole
WRITER

Wednesday afternoon marked the grand

opening of Huntsman Hall, the new expansion

of the Huntsman School of Business. The

festivities included speeches from various

dignitaries, the ceremonial ribbon cutting and

an open house for the public.

“There is no business building in America

that is a finer business building than this,” said

Douglas Anderson, Dean of the Jon M.

Huntsman School of Business. And with a

price tag of $50 million, he just might be right.
The Eccles Business Building, or the “old”

building, opened in May of 1970, just one year

before Anderson started his own undergradu-

ate education at Utah State. The building was

designed to accommodate over 1,000 stu-

dents, a huge amount of space at the time.
Now, nearly 50 years later, the business

school found itself cramped into that small

space with over 3,000 students enrolled last

semester. When Anderson became dean in

2006, administrators recognized this problem,

plans were made to expand, and the rest is

history.

PHOTO BY Johnny Morris
(LtoR) Stan Albrecht, John Huntsman Sr., Gov. Gary Herbert, Karen Huntsman, Dean Douglas Anderson cut the ribbon at the grand opening of the Huntsman Hall.

see “Huntsman Hall” PAGE 2

Who lights the 'A' blue?
Allen has been “clicking the button” for six

By Brenna Kelly
SENIOR WRITER

years at Utah State, starting as an intern with

Lighting the “A” blue at sporting events

comes with all the fanfare, buttons and special
effects. What it really comes down to, howev-

the athletics department. Her first few times

lighting the “A” blue, Allen said, were exhilarating.

their one time.”

Allen’s brother Bracken Allen, a junior

at that point,” Allen said. “The video they play
addition.”

Many treasure the tradition of “pushing the

her studies at Utah State, she always won-

he enjoyed the experience — that it “made his

since he was a freshman. On Feb. 9, Olsen got

dered who lit the “A” blue. “Then all of the

to be.”

is filmed from last summer. But it’s a fun

“We’re just like, ‘Hey, want to do something

button.” Student body president Trevor Sean

said Megan Allen, assistant media relations

‘blue,’ and you click on which one you want it

cool?’” she said. “It is cool to let people do

majoring in economics, had the opportunity to

this is the best thing ever,’” she said. During

coordinator for athletics. “It just says ‘white’ or

light it, I’m not going to lie. We’ve already lit it

“When I started, I was like, ‘Oh my gosh,

er, is a small click of a mouse on a computer.

“We just have a software on our computers,”

family click the button occasionally.

sudden, I was that person.”

Six years later, Allen just considers it part of

her job, but it is still special to let friends and

light the “A” blue in October. Megan Allen said
life.”

“Honestly, I kind of feel like the Wizard of

Oz,” said Kyle Cottam, the media relations

Olsen said the act has been on his bucket list
a call from an athletics intern at a basketball
game against New Mexico.

“She said, ‘Hey, do you want to light the “A”

assistant athletic director. “We’re the man

blue today?’ I was like, ‘Uh, yes. Yes, I do,’”

making stuff look cool. Plus we have flying

such a huge tradition at Utah State. I was

behind the curtain pushing the button and
monkeys working in our office.”

Cottam, who also works as the commission-

er of the Mountain Rim Gymnastics Confer-

ence, has been working with the Utah State
Athletics Department for almost two years.

Olsen said. “It was really cool to be part of
stoked about it.”

Even though people don’t actually light the

“A” blue, Olsen said the experience is still

memorable because of the famous tradition.
“I think that while it may not be the real

“Back in the day, I think there legitimately

thing, just the fact that you get to participate

body had to go and do that... But in the past

community knows about it, is special,” Olsen

was a switch on Old Main Tower, and some-

few years it’s gotten streamlined to just being
on the computer, super easy,” Megan Allen
said.

Lighting the “A” blue happens behind the

scenes on a computer program, but “pushing

in something so big that the whole entire

said. “Whether it was real or not, it was still
special, at least for me.”

“It’s fun for them to at least think they’re

being a part of that,” Allen said.

the button” happens in front of crowds at

games. A small model of Old Main is brought

— brennakelly818@gmail.com
@bckelly8

out, and a designated person or group pushes
the button on top. A video showing the “A”
PHOTO BY Johnny Morris
Megan Allen, the assistant media relations coordinator, discussing how the “A” on Old Main is lit blue.
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@USUCampusStore
Dilemma: Show off your tan skin & risk mild frostbite or wear a parka in this
blizzard & pretend spring break never happened? #aggiestrife

@MelissaLeavitt7
Utah weather sees we were too happy over spring break. Utah weather must
punish us. #snowjoke #aggiestrife

W

@theSqurrl
I can admit it. Yes, I am watching the Bachelor finale. And haven’t missed an
episode this season. #dontjudgeme #AggieLife

@milesdbrooks
I pretend to get urgent calls when I haven’t been at the gym that long and don’t
want to be judged for leaving early #aggielife

USU to
participate in
annual Earth
Hour, turn off
non-essential
lights

PHOTO BY Johnny Morris
People gather in a stairwell waiting for the ribbon cutting ceremony in Huntsman Hall.

“Huntsman Hall” FROM PAGE 1
The Grand Opening event included speeches

process: build a home for our students.”

was provided by individual donations in the

have to say about their new “home.”

plaques scatter the building, bearing the

There are plenty of things business students
“I am honestly thrilled and excited,”said

by Governor Gary Herbert, Jon M. Huntsman

Steve Wilcox, President of the Business

Stan Albrecht, and was attended by many

is the view, by far.”

business school. Elder M. Russell Ballard of

the Business Council, said, “I think it’s

offered the dedicatory prayer.

classrooms there is more hands-on learning.

(the school’s namesake), and USU President
donors and distinguished alumni of the

the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
Attached to the Eccles Business Building, the

new facility is home to 21 new classrooms.

Council. “My favorite part of the new building
Lexi Howe, another student and member of

amounts of millions of dollars. Recognition
names of its benefactors.

“If we raised $10,000 per week, it would

take us 100 years to pay for the business

building,” Anderson said. “All of us owe these
donors an incredible debt of gratitude.”

The excitement is not lost on students. “We

beautiful. All the views are incredible. In the

are very fortunate to have this kind of commu-

The focus is more on us.”

business student and ambassador. “I rarely say

A process that has been ten years in the

nity supporting us,” said Austin Hawes, a

this, but now I actually look forward to going

Each is equipped with state-of-the-art technol-

making, the business school is taking time to

classes feel smaller and more interactive. The

According to Dave Patel, Associate Dean of

legacy to future generations of business

situated on the ground level, featuring the

be full of events and celebrations for students,

a hundred years. I’m not sure how many

ogy and tiered seating, designed to make

celebrate Huntsman Hall’s completion.

newest campus dining location, Shaw’s 88, is

Student & External Affairs, the next week will

Famous Aggie Ice Cream. In the upper levels

faculty, and donors.

of Cache Valley along with a 60-inch screen

to Wednesday’s festivities, there is a faculty

ed in the center of each floor, with seating and

as student-planned events the entire following

studying.

tory gala.

student needs,” Anderson said. “That’s been

for the business school would not be possible

there are 21 group study rooms, offering views

“It’s a series of events,” he said. In addition

mounted on the wall. Common areas are locat-

and staff event planned for March 21, as well

tables designed for student lounging and

week, including a service project and celebra-

“The bulk of the space is oriented around

the driving theme throughout this whole

Anderson emphasized that this new home

without the generosity of so many donors.

Seventy percent of the $50 million project cost

to class.”

Anderson believes this building is leaving a

scholars. “This building will last for more than
hundreds of years, but it’s safe to say this is a
multi-century building.” That means multiple
centuries of learning and “daring mighty
things,” as the school’s motto states.

“The most important thing is not so much

the building itself, but what will go on in this
building,” President Stan Albrecht said.

Classes are set to begin in the new building

on April 4.

By Ashley Stilson
STAFF WRITER

This year Earth Hour — an annual global

movement organized by the World Wide Fund
for Nature (WWF) — will be held Saturday
March 19 from 8:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m local
time.

Earth Hour, which is held every March, is

meant to raise awareness about climate
change, and those involved ask people

everywhere to "turn off non-essential lights in
their homes, offices, etc. as a way of saying 'I

know climate change is real and I'm willing to
do something about it,'" said Frank De León,

an officer in the Utah State University International Student Council (ISC).

The ISC is organizing the event, or move-

ment, to take place with students at USU. The

university is participating by turning off the 'A'
on Old Main for this same hour, De León said.
Though ISC isn't holding an official event

for the movement, they are "asking people to
take action by simply turning off their lights
and sharing on social media," he said.

— whitneyeversole19@gmail.com

For more information about the global

movement of Earth Hour and those around the
world who participate, visit: www.earthhour.
org.

CORRECTION
On Monday the Statesman ran an article

about the Spring Runoff Conference and

stated that the conference would take place on
incorrect dates. The correct dates are April

5-6, and all those who wanted to submit an

abstract for presenting research needed to do
so by March 16. Anybody can register for the
conference until the end of March.
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TECH AND MONEY

Where is the next Silicon Valley?
Silicon Valley. Many of the world’s tech giants,
such as Google, Facebook and Apple are all

located in the quickly-expanding Silicon Valley.

“Tech and Startup’”
— Colten is a senior at USU studying technical writing
and computer science. He enjoys exploring technology,
geeking out while writing code, and exploring new
startups.

coming from schools like Stanford and UC

as a tech hub. Raleigh is near the “Triangle,"

world’s tech hub.

to several large startup meetings and events

Berkeley, have formed Silicon Valley into the
But what about other areas that are attract-

ing some of the brightest tech and startup

talent? I focused on three areas in the U.S.

Silicon Valley, a slice of northern California

right outside of San Francisco, has been the
undisputed tech capital of the world for

several years now. However, many other areas
around the country are starting to make some
noise. In fact, one of those areas is just south
of us, near a place we don’t generally speak

kindly of around here (yes, I'm talking about
Provo).

You may have heard it before: if you want

to work with the latest and greatest in

technology or build your own startup, get to

AUSTIN, TEXAS
Austin has recently shown up on the radar

as an emerging tech hub. Ask anyone who has
lived in or even just visited Austin and they’ll
tell you all about the amazing city. From the
diverse music scene to the steep climb in

The New Yorker as “The Next Silicon Valley.”
Provo attracts strong tech talent from all

over the world, but much of it comes from

RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA

that are booming with startup fever.

—coltenvantussenbrook@gmail.com

Dell, Oracle and IBM.

The increase in venture capitalists in the area,
along with some of the nation’s top talent
Colten Van Tussenbrook

Some of the notable companies in Austin are

North Carolina's capital continues to grow

which is a thriving research area that’s home
such as Stacked, Triangle DevOps and Triangle.rb. This has strengthened the startup
community around Raleigh, while also

attracting tech enthusiasts to get their start in
the area.

Raleigh is located in a prime location

geographically (East Coast beach, anyone?), is
only a short distance from several top-tier

universities, and thrives off of tech startups

and tech giants. Notable companies based in

surrounding universities such as BYU, UVU,

Utah and yes, our very own USU. Computer
science and information systems programs

from these schools have grown significantly
over the last few years, producing qualified
individuals to fill the high demand for tech
roles in Provo.

For its small population of only 116,288,

Provo boasts more private venture-funded

companies per capita valued at over $2 billion
than anywhere else in the world. In addition,
it has even gained its own nickname: Silicon
Slopes. Some of the notable companies in
Provo are Domo, Qualtrics and Adobe.

The hype in the startup and tech community

Raleigh are RedHat and Cisco.

continues to expand around the country, and

business people alike are flocking to Austin.

PROVO, UTAH

fueling this growth. Which city will be next?

jump in tech-industry employment between

in the tech industry over the last few years. It

of Austin, but thousands of other startups are

the third most up-and-coming city for tech

employment, millennials and experienced

The Texas city experienced a 41.4 percent

2001 and 2013. It helps that Dell is based out
finding their home deep within Texan country.

cities such as Austin, Raleigh and Provo are

Yes, our arch rival has absolutely exploded

was recently recognized by Inc. Magazine as

Could it be our very own Cache Valley? With
an emergence of tech companies in our own
backyard, the possibilities are endless.

jobs, while also being featured in Forbes and

Hockey team granted funds

to go to nationals

By Ashley Stilson
STAFF WRITER

The Utah State University Club Hockey team

requested $5,000 from the Capitol and

Support fund to help pay for the team’s trip to
the national championship. The hockey team

will compete March 18-22 at West Chester, PA

in the American Collegiate Hockey Association
(ACHA) Division 2.

The Utah State University Student Associa-

tion (USUSA) discussed the request in

Tuesday’s executive council meeting and

approved the request. Coach Jon Eccles as well
as members from the team attended the
meeting to answer questions and lobby
support.

Total cost for the nationals’ trip was

estimated to be around $28,000 to $30,000

for airfare, lodging, meals, transportation and
practice ice, according to the request, for 25
players, one trainer and one coach.

“This is the third time the USU Club Hockey

Team has qualified to attend a national

tournament,” the Capitol and Support request
read. The Capitol and Support funds would
assist with airfare, hotels and rental cars.

PHOTO BY Brad Keyes
Captain Cooper Limb (left) and Derek Fontaine Jr. (right) prepare for their game against BYU.

Each year, members of the hockey team pay

dues and tryout fees for the season, which
runs from September through mid-March.

When the team travels to away games, the
players are often paying for at least two of
their meals, as stated in the request.

These costly conditions are among other

reasons listed in the formal request for the
funding money. Team members are also

required to pay for their own gear, including

an average of five to eight hockey sticks each
player goes through in a season.

Eccles praised the team for their hard work

and effort to make this season a success.

nationals,” said Athletics and Campus Rec VP

Co-sponsors included Organization and

Thomas Rogers.

Campus Diversity VP Luis Armenta, USU Club

second reading of the request.

Support fund only when all other options to

Club Hockey team President Christian Vivian

the USU Hockey team. I am excited for the

means have been exhausted. Eccles explained

Additional senators echoed the praise after the
“I am beyond thrilled that we could support

team to represent USU at nationals. Each

individual player pays over $1,200 to play on

the team. It was nice to know we helped these
students cut the cost for them to go to

Money is granted from the Capitol and

raise money through fundraising or other

that the team had already raised $5,800 for
the trip through various means, including
asking businesses around the county for
donations.

HILLSIDE MANOR
newly remodeled luxury apartments

• 8 Private Bedrooms, Fully Furnished
• Desk Bed and Bookcase in each Bedroom
• TV, DVD, VCR
• 2 New Modern Kitchens
• Laundry Facilities

• Large Living Room
• Cable TV Jacks in each Bedroom
• Wireless Internet Service
• Air Conditioning
• No Parking Hassles
• Across the Street From Campus

For more information call Darla • (435) 770-0900 • darladclark@comcast.net

Hockey team Co-president Alex Herman, USU
and USU Club Hockey team member Jake
Laub.

Since the team was leaving in the morning,

the executive council approved the first and
second reading and the request.

— a.r.stilson@gmail.com
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STUDENT LIFE

Humans of USU:

Senior dives into water-shortage research
By Ashley Stilson
STAFF WRITER

“I guess water is kind of my thing,” said

Viviane Baji, a senior student researcher at
Utah State University.

This summer, Baji collected research as an

iFellow for the innovative Urban Transitions
and Aridregion Hydro-sustainability (iUtah)

program. iUtah is a five-year interdisciplinary
research program studying Utah’s water's
future sustainability.

Baji presented her iFellow data analysis at

the State Capitol in January and will be

presenting again at the National Conference
on Undergraduate Research in Asheville,
North Carolina.

A Logan native, Baji is majoring in Environ-

mental and Natural Resources Economics. She
also serves as the Environment and Natural
Resource club president this year.

The Statesman chatted with Baji about her

research conclusions and her experiences as a
student researcher.

Utah Statesman: Why did you chose to major

PHOTO BY Brad Keyes
Viviane Baji talks about her research as an iFellow for the innovative Urban Transitions and Aridregion Hydro-sustainability (iUtah) program.

in Environmental and Natural Resources
Economics?

Viviane Baji: It’s about applying economic

principles and solutions to environmental
problems and natural resource markets. I

got to do my own analysis of the data set.

US: What kind of analysis did you focus on?
VB: What I was interested in was the

started out in biology, then I realized I was a

relationship between age and water shortage

biology and the environment. So I found this

itself. Do young people care about water

and natural resources economics. I was

that in Utah, there is a positive age/wa-

tous moment. I thought, this is exactly what I

you get, the more likely you are to be con-

each city in Utah on their projections for how
water-short they’ll be in the future. It’s

your research?

affected by where you’re from and if your

and implementation. There’s a lot of method-

concern or not.

tions. The grocery store methodology is an

understanding if maybe concern levels are

lot more interested in the human dimension of

concern. It’s kind of an interesting question in

major requirement sheet for environmental

shortage concerns? What I ended up finding is

looking it over and it was a really serendipi-

ter-shortage-concern relationship. So the older

went down there and we got to know other

want to do.

cerned about water shortages. It’s definitely

came by, along with Rob Bishop and Senator

US: Tell us about your research as an iFellow.
VB: This summer I was the girl with an iPad

at the grocery stores asking people to take a

really interesting.

US: So what did you do with the research?

VB: I’ve actually developed an honors thesis

quick survey about their opinions about water.

based on that research, which is looking at the

get a broad sample of everyone in Utah.

concern and age, but also other variables like

teams at grocery stores everywhere. We ended

There’s a lot that needs to be done as far as

responses. That was really cool in the field

issue in Utah. I’ve also been working with Dr.

US: What other steps did you take to develop

particular city is projected to have a water
US: Tell us about presenting on Capitol Hill.
VB: That was a really great experience. We

undergraduate researchers. My representatives
Hilliard and the interns for the senators who

couldn’t come by. They were really supportive
of research, especially at the undergraduate

level. They brought this policy perspective to

It was pretty cool. It was a state-wide effort to

same relationship between water-shortage

the issue I had never studied before.

Several universities got together and had

geographic and gender and education levels.

can gain a pretty wide audience. All research-

up getting this data set of about 6,000

gathering data to understand the water supply

and it’s something that can make society a

experience with social sciences. After that, I

Jackson-Smith on collecting information for

In research in general, you hope that you

ers feel like they’re doing something important
better place. I definitely hope to be a small but

VB: A lot of it has to do with survey design

ology that goes behind how to phrase ques-

interesting way of doing it, but if you go at all
times during the day for several days and you
try to get grocery stores with all kinds of

socio-demographics who shop there, then

you’re getting a pretty accurate representation
of Utah as a whole, which is cool.

US: What are some of your future plans?

VB: I’d really like to stay involved in research

and Western water issues. I’ve found it’s a

really fascinating landscape and something I

would like to pursue further. I know I want to

go to graduate school, probably in economics.
I didn’t realize presenting and being an

advocate for research would be so much fun.

—ashley.ruth.stilson@aggiemail.usu.edu

important part of the larger picture.

You'll be praying for a jump scare
Witch” is like sitting on a boat ride that is

rather than in modern time really helped a lot.

long after you’ve left the theater.

you find yourself using each day and you’re

nightmares that will have you feeling uneasy
Set in the 17th century, “The Witch” tells

the story of a deeply religious Puritan family
Keith Ariaz

“The Bottom Line”
—Keith was born and raised in Fort Collins, Colorado. He
came to USU his freshman year, where he met his best
friend/business partner Zak Fica. They started their own
unofficial film company and have produced 11 films as
well as two documentaries. He hopes to one day write
for a magazine, but his dream job would be to become
a film critic.
—keithariaz1@gmail.com

I first heard about “The Witch” during last

year’s Sundance Film Festival, where it

received an overwhelming number of positive
responses and was quickly named “one of the
scariest films ever made.”

When I first began reading early reviews, I

was excited to see a horror film get such a

good response from a top-notch film festival,
but I also found myself rolling my eyes

whenever someone mentioned just how

Also, setting the film in the 17th century

slowly drifting its way toward your darkest

that's banished from the village to live a life of
isolation deep into the woods. One morning

Thomasin, the oldest daughter, is playing with
her newborn brother when he suddenly goes
missing.

Soon after his disappearance, strange things

begin to happen: the crops die, goats produce
blood instead of milk and the youngest

children speak about a witch in the woods
who stole their baby brother. At first, the

family disregards the children’s claims, instead
choosing to believe he was snatched by

You take away cell phones and everything else

being such young and relatively new actors,

hopeless as the movie progresses.

I’d like to touch on the way writer and

director Robert Eggers chooses to scare us in

this film. “The Witch” isn’t the kind of horror
film that relies on an excessive amount of
jump scares. In fact, the film has exactly

THREE jump scares and they don’t come till

One of the many things that worked so well

before finally pulling the rug out from under
I could feel my stomach turning and heart

popped them like zits. To say “The Witch” is
scary would be an understatement. “The

they have is one another, which makes it even
worse when they start to turn on each other.

Harvey Scrimshaw, while not as central as

what he’s given. There’s one scene in particuwitch and during his family’s prayer where his
talent really shines and will easily be one of
the best performances I’ll see on screen all
year.

I honestly can’t find a single flaw with this

haunting score, everything about this film is

go through this extremely terrible event. What

characters are because they're abandoned. All

isn’t speaking.

for a jump scare just so my body could finally

start to go badly, you realize how helpless the

crawl with goosebumps so big you could have

telling her character’s story even when she

movie. From the dialogue, setting, perfor-

what might happen. By the end I was praying

discovered that not only was “The Witch” a
absolutely terrifying and caused my skin to

central character and does a fantastic job

beating because I was genuinely so afraid of

They each did a tremendous job making the

off from the rest of the world. When things

weight of the film on her shoulders as the

lar which takes place after he encounters the

What makes the “The Witch” so scary is it

by trees, which makes the characters seem cut

terrifically well-made film, but it was also

years. Anya Taylor-Joy’s really carries the

movie, there isn’t much blood or gore.

“scary” it was.

takes place on a small acre of land surrounded

they perform like they’ve been doing this for

Taylor-Joy, still does an impressive job with

from a highly disturbing scene early in the

in this film is the setting. The entire movie

You can imagine my surprise when I

two oldest children, Thomasin and Caleb. For

the last 15 minutes of the movie. Also, aside

you in the final few minutes. The entire movie

lives.

The real stars of this movie, though, are

not. It also helps the situation feel more

that they can’t explain. The family members
journey into madness begins to overtake their

loss of their newborn child.

Anya Taylor-Joy and Harvey Scrimshaw as the

us to get to know them whether we want to or

makes you sit in a constant state of tension

accuse each other of witchcraft and their

sake of their family while also still grieving the

left with nothing but the characters. It forces

wolves, but eventually they begin to realize
there is something else happening to them

two parents trying to keep it together for the

relax and settle down.

The last thing I’d like to praise is the cast.

audience believe we’re watching a real family

makes it even more impressive is that most of
the cast is made up of children. Both Kate

Dickie and Ralph Ineson do a splendid job as

mances and even Mark Korven’s fantastically
perfect. The bottom line…if you can turn off
your popcorn brain and step out of your

mainstream audience shoes, then you will be
rewarded with one of the most beautifully

made movies you will ever see that will scare
the hell out of you long after you’ve left the
theater.

STUDENT LIFE
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Alumna receives flight training scholarship
JH: Well, I don’t think I could ever afford

By Morgan Pratt
STAFF WRITER

training to be an airplane pilot. I thought,

Jessica Hines graduated in 2006 from Utah

State University in the flight technology

program. She now works for Envoy Air as a

recruiter. Plus, she is one of two recipients of
the Delta Air Lines Boeing 777 Type Rating

Certificate Scholarship. Her $35,000 scholar-

ship goes toward flight training for the Boeing
777 jet airliner. Hines was awarded in Nashville, Tennessee at the Women in Aviation
conference on March 12.

Utah Statesman: How did you become

involved in aviation?

Jessica Hines: I was actually in the 5th grade

when I took a personality test and it told me
that my personality fit a dentist or an airline
pilot. I choose the more fun position.

US: It was that easy to choose a career?

“Well okay, maybe I’ll be a dentist.” When I
found out about the pilot program at Utah

State, they said, “Oh honey, we can get you
loans. If you want this, we will make this
happen.” And now I’m an airline pilot.

US: How did you afford to pay for flight

school?

JH: When I found USU I applied for a

scholarship because I had straight A’s in high

and I got married. We moved to Texas. And

at the Women in Aviation conference on

about a year-and-a-half and then I got the job

going to have a big banquet, which over 3,000

then I was a flight instructor in Texas for

with Envoy as a recruiter in April of 2008.

US: Tell me about the type rating scholar-

ship.

JH: I just found out that I am one of the two

recipients of the Delta Air Lines Boeing 777
Type Rating Certificate Scholarships.
US: What does that include?

JH: They’re going to fly me out to Atlanta,

school. I knew my grades were the only way I

Georgia. I’ll be training on the Boeing 777 for

out-of-state tuition. I’ve actually gotten a few

passenger airplane in the world. It is pretty

could pay for college. They waived my

scholarships that have gotten me to where I
am today. I am really grateful.

US: What have you been up to since you

graduated?

JH: I graduated in 2006. During my senior

year of college I met a Texan and I fell in love

about five weeks, which is the third largest

exciting. After I pass my type rating exam I

could possibly mean I could be a Delta Airlines
pilot next year.

March 12 in Nashville, Tennessee. They are
people are going to attend. From there, we
will plan the training dates.

US: Tell me about being a recruiter for Envoy

Air.

JH: I am a pilot as well as a full-time

recruiter for Envoy Air. I come here to USU to
recruit pilots for Envoy and I love coming out
here to my alma mater and to see all of these

new faces. It is great because I love to inspire
these kids in any way I possibly can.

US: How does USU’s flight technician

program compare with other programs across
the country?

JH: USU has a really great program and they

US: That is really exciting. When did you

really do a great job of helping students

JH: They are officially going to announce it

actually get the best applicants from Utah

receive the award?

realize what it means to be a professional. We
State University. We love coming out here and
we love getting these guys.

US: What stands out about Utah State’s flight

technicians?

JH: Utah State gets them up to their com-

mercial and then they become certified flight

instructors here at Utah State. But the Federal
Aviation Administration requires them to go
from when they graduate from about 350

hours to 1000 hours to come to a regional

airline like Envoy. At Envoy, we can hire them
as a pipeline instructor here at Utah State.

They get privileges like travel time, 401Ks,
sick time. They start gaining that and then

they instruct for Envoy here at Utah State. It

s
.

also means that they can get their hours faster,

which means we get them flying quicker. It is a
great program.

US: Are there any flight scholarships for

having good grades?

JH: If the students have a good GPA here at

Utah State and they get their ratings here at

USU, they get their ratings and they come to

class, they get a $10,000 bonus. It helps take
care of those loans.

— morgan.pratt.robinson@gmail.com
@morganprobinson
PHOTO BY Morgan Pratt
Jessica Hines poses in front of a plane at Cache Valley Municipal Airport. Hines graduated in 2006 from Utah State University in the flight technology program.

SHOW ON STICKS:

Puppet opera brings art college together

u By Melanie Fenstermaker
STUDENT LIFE EDITOR

e
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A young knight named Ruggerio is stranded

on an island owned by Alcina, a sorceress who
turns her former lovers into plants. His

brother, Brodemonte, comes to the rescue.

On Friday and Saturday, the Caine College

of the Arts will present its first-ever puppet

opera, "La liberazione di Ruggiero dall'isola
d'Alcina,” or, “The Rescue of Ruggiero from

the Island of Alcina.” The opera, which will be
held in the Morgan Theater, is a collaboration
of all departments in the college.

The fine arts students carved and will help

control the puppets, the music students will

play the live score, vocal performance students
will sing the opera, and theater performance
majors will assist in puppetry.

Bringing the departments together for a

show has been a unique experience, said

Benjamin Krusch, a sophomore vocal perfor-

mance major who sings the part of Ruggiero.
“In the Caine College of the Arts, unfortu-

nately, there’s like, a wall between the three
disciplines. Between musicians, theater arts

and visual arts,” Krusch said. “It’s been really
interesting in this project to be able to break
down those barriers and form working

relationships and friendships with those other
areas in the college.”

The opera is also unique because it was

written by a woman, Francesca Caccini, which
was especially uncommon in the 17th century,
said Christopher Scheer, a music professor at

Utah State and producer of the performance.
He said it is among the first operas to be
written by a woman.

Internationally-known scholar Suzanne

Cusick, who studies gender as it relates to

music history, will come from New York to

lecture about the opera before each evening

performance at 6 p.m., thanks to a grant from
the Center for Women and Gender, Scheer
said. All are welcome to attend.

Puppets weren’t part of Caccini’s original

version of the play, but it was adapted for

puppet performance 10 years ago by Dmitri

Carter, a puppeteer from Seattle. Since then,

many have performed the opera with puppets,
Scheer said.

During spring break, a handful of students

went to visit Carter in Seattle to learn more

about the use of puppets in the show. Carter

will oversee stage direction at this weekend’s
performances.

Because the play was written in 1625, the

music is different from modern music, which
can be a challenge, said vocal performance
senior Allysa Packard.

“It’s a very different style because it’s early

opera,” she said. “In rehearsal we were

reminded that the rhythm is so important, that
we have to count. It’s written for the Italian

we were singing. You have to remember your
notes and things on top of that.”

Krusch said the harmonies can be perceived

as “icky” when the listener isn’t used to them.
“It’s foreign in the fact that the harmony of

what we’re used to when we think about

listening to Mozart or Beehthoven is a lot

different,” Krusch said. “This piece was written

PHOTO BY Melanie Fenstermaker
Alexa Sand, Chris Scheer and Dallas Heaton, directors of USU’s upcoming puppet opera, show off the opera’s main characters at NEHMA
After Hours on March 3. The puppets were handmade by visual arts students.

working on the show for a year, Scheer said,
so it’s amazing to see it finally come to the

during a time before modern harmony had

stage.

notes are approached, are approached in a

seeing all the different elements that go into

really been codified. A lot of the ways the
way that sounds icky to our ears.”

In addition to ancient harmonies, the opera

will also feature some less-common instru-

ments, such as the harpsichord and a lute-like
instrument called a theorbo.

The performers, actors and artists have been

“The best part for me as the producer is

this show finally come together as a cohesive
whole,” Scheer said.

Packard said the performance will be

amazing experience for the audience because
there are so many elements involved in the
production.

“In many ways it’s a once-in-a-lifetime

opportunity to see, and everyone should
come,” she said.

The opera will be held Friday and Saturday

at 7:30 p.m., plus an additional matinee on

Saturday at 1:30 p.m. The performance is free
and open to the public.

— melmo12@gmail.com
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'No selfish guys:' Aggie tennis ready for MW play
By Dawson Oler
STAFF WRITER

The Utah State men’s tennis team begins

play in the Mountain West this Saturday
against Boise State.

They enter conference play with a 13-5

“Our ranking speaks for itself,” Shields said.

“It puts more of a target on our back. When

we first got in the conference play, we were a
free win. Now when teams are looking at us,
they’re looking at us like we’re the top dogs.
That’s cool for us, and new for us too.”

The Aggies are ranked No. 58 in the nation,

record.

the highest, ranking in the program history.

schedule,” said USU head coach Clancy

brothers,” Lopez said. “The team environment

and now we need to bring that into our

good team has made everyone expect to win.

“We had a really good non-conference

Shields. “We played hard, we did really well,
conference results.”

The Aggies began the season with a tough

“All the guys on the team are like my

has really helped me. The belief that we are a
Losing isn’t an option.”

Many on the team thought the youth of the

start, dropping three of their first four

Aggies would be an issue, but they have still

with six straight victories, including wins over

juniors lead the way for USU along with two

matches. However, the team bounced back

nationally ranked UTSA and South Alabama.

Each of the five losses this year has been to a
nationally ranked team. They also are
undefeated at home.

“Watching teams react when they beat us,

they are very excited,” Shields said. “The guys
have started realizing that we are actually

won matches despite having no seniors. Two
sophomores and four freshmen.

“We have some really good leaders on the

team,” Shields said. “I think we have a very
good staff. It’s a great group of guys and

everyone is invested in the program and each
other. There are no selfish guys.”

The Aggies’ first conference opponent is

pretty good. It’s funny to see when teams beat

Boise State. Boise State has won three

made a step up as a program, and I think

favorite to win in 2016. They are also the alma

us, they celebrate and are excited. We’ve
teams realize that as well.”

One of the key factors for USU’s success has

been freshman Luis Lopez, who is currently

consecutive MW championships and is again a

mater of Shields, where he was an outstanding
tennis player and coach.

“I need to take my emotions out of every

on a 10-match singles streak. He has either

situation,” Shields said. “There’s an obvious

January 18th, a span of 13 matches.

guys are the favorite team I’ve ever coached.

won or gone unfinished every match since

“I feel like even though I’ve won my past

matches, I haven’t played my best tennis yet,”
Lopez said. “I feel like I could hit my peak
during conference play.”

One of Shields’ goals this season has been

to instill a championship mentality among his
players. Last season USU set the program’s

record for wins after an 18-9 season — this
year, it’s on pace to top that.

bond that I have with (Boise State), but these

PHOTO BY Matthew Halton
Freshman Samuel Serrano focuses on the ball during his match against Gonzaga on Sunday, Feb. 28, 2016.

There are no feelings about playing my alma

mater or the guys that I coached. These guys
are my family now.”

The other conference favorite is New

Mexico, who is ranked No. 56, respectively.

The Aggies had previously played New Mexico
in the season, losing 4-1 on March 12 in the
Mountain-Pacific Tournament.

“It’s my job to keep motivating the guys,”

Shields said. “We have to come up with a

compelling reason why we want to win this
more than them. Tennis is a battle of wills,

First serve against Boise State is set for 1

p.m. on Saturday, March 19th.

— dawson.oler@gmail.com
@DawsonOler

and if I want it more than my opponent, I’m

probably going to win. The guys need to buy

into why they need the conference championship.

How to pick yourself to a championship
I can’t recall a tournament in the past

decade where a west coast team caused me to
shake my fist at the heavens and ask the

basketball gods why they hated me so. The

Pac-12 will send a record seven teams to the
LOGAN JONES

“Trail Blazin”
—Logan Jones is a three-time March Madness champion, and only fills out one version of his bracket each
year the way God intended. Multiple brackets are
bogus.
—logantjones@aggiemail.usu.edu
@Logantj

tournament this year, which coincidentally
means we all get to look on in horror as a

record seven brutal maulings take place before
the Sweet 16.

Tell me which of these scenarios seems in

any way ideal. If by some miracle Arizona tops
the winner of Vanderbilt vs Wichita State, a

likely matchup with Miami looms in the round
of 32. Colorado plays the 2014 national

It’s one of the great justices of the universe

that no matter one's age, knowledge of sports
or level of emotional investment, literally

anyone can win in a March Madness bracket
pool.

Just last year my five-year-old nephew

accurately predicted Duke as national champions, beating out a field of about 20 family

members to win in glorious fashion. I can’t

stress enough just how spectacular it was to
see a kid win on essentially a series of
fortunate coin-flips.

The randomness that is the annual March

Madness tournament is unpredictable by

nature, and everyone kind of knows that on
some level. But, that doesn’t stop us from
seeking out “expert picks” or letting TV

personalities like Kevin Hart convince us to
take Texas Tech to the Final Four.

Expert picks and conventional wisdom

might help you finish in the middle of the

pack and avoid the shame of losing half of
your Final Four opening weekend, but to

really separate yourself from the field you’ll

need your own set of rules — ones that aren’t
rooted in things like statistics and analysis.
Feel free to borrow some of mine.
The Pac-12 is not to be trusted

champion UConn, which could very well be

the first NCAA basketball team to win a game
scoring 90 percent of its points from the

That doesn’t mean you should go around

Understand that this is part of the fun of the

four regions though. Yes, it’s boring to pick

not as great as self-respect.

picking multiple double-digit seed upsets in all
teams that generally fall in line with seeding,

ment of mid-major conferences? Sure. But that

more than three double-digit seeds belong in

sitting at home watching the tournament just

tions. The rule for this pretty simple — no
your Sweet 16.

Also, you should without fail have at least

one upset in the 12-5 matchup — in the past

27 years there have been just three without a
12-5 upset, meaning it should literally be

against the rules to fill out a bracket without

this.

Oregon in particular is a historical under-

achiever and should never be counted on to
win a big game. The Ducks did just post a

blowout win over Utah, but I’m not exactly

Picking upsets is all about deviating from

entire bracket with one bad move. I don’t care

that a Utah vs Gonzaga game is even possible,
but should the darkest timeline occur this

weekend, I’ll be rooting for a meteor. Yes, I

prefer an act of God destroy the stadium than
watch either team win.

Picking all the underdogs is unwise
You always ought to cheer for the underdog.

Nobody likes the guy from Provo who’s got a

LeBron James Cavs jersey and a Yankees hat.

Is Villanova going to bounce early again or

Butler been up to? Does Xavier even play

every March to torch your bracket with its

never-ending string of previously-unknown
superstars?

There's not a proven method to approaching

will, but don’t take them too far.

Sweet 16, and hope for the best. This is where

Don’t bet on the Mountain West
Oops, looks like this one barely even applies

this year. Moving on.

Make your emotional picks in round 1
If you live and breathe Florida Gulf Coast,

point in a large bracket pool matters, but what

of Seton Hall. I’m unwilling to accept the fact

Beware the perennial wildcard teams

these teams, so most people will simply hedge

tournament is two. Call your upsets where you

than a few first-round consolation victories.

expect they’ll be due for an upset at the hands

like to actually see win games?

absolute maximum possible win total in this

you take that team over North Carolina. It will

After the Utes are finished pantsing Fresno, I

toughness, why not base yours on who you’d

regular season games or do they just drop in

sold on the Utes and you probably shouldn’t
be either. Do not trust the Pac-12 with more

year basing picks on jersey color and mascot

Baylor-Yale game.

UALR over Purdue, but don’t overlook the

how much you love Weber State, the Wildcats

bandwagon don’t seem willing to acknowledge

like the rest of us. People win their pools each

finally make a deep run? What the heck has

Trump University. USC is actual garbage, and
haven’t yet found a seat on the Oregon

doesn't mean I'm not loving the idea of SDSU

calling at least one. Personally I’m rolling with

the rest of your pool without burning up your

the remaining two dozen Trojans fans who

Am I disappointed in the NCAA’s mistreat-

but don’t go crazy with the underdog selec-

charity stripe. Oregon State has as many
tournament wins in the past 26 years as

game — winning your office pool is great, but

probably end up costing you points, and every
good is March Madness if you can’t root for
your team? What if they actually pull it off,

but you've already chosen UNC to win it all?
Will you be thrilled your team beat the

top-seeded Tar Heels or devastated to lose
your champion?

their bets, keep them all around until the
champions are made.

Do just a slight amount of homework and

find out which teams choke in rivalry games,
games against Top-25 opponents and any

other major losses. Pick the three teams you

know the least about and look up their season
schedule. Did they lose all their games at the
start of the season when the team hadn’t

figured out its rotation yet? Do they always

lose on the road? Are those losses close or in
overtime periods? This will take you five

minutes and probably boost you into the top
four finishers in your pool.

Don’t go nuts with these rules — remember,

I pick Gonzaga to make a first round exit

you have the same chances of winning as a

and I’d take Holy Cross over them day one

hat. Don’t put in a ton of work thinking it’ll

every year. Gonzaga could be a perfect 33-0
without even blinking. Why? Because never in
my life will I put myself in a position that

would necessitate me pulling for the Zags.

five-year-old picking random teams out of a
help your odds dramatically. Just educate

yourself, have fun and never ever ever count
on Oregon.

n
.
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STATE
your

CASE

Christian McKinnon

Who will make the
Final Four?
Daniel Hansen

Kansas shouldn’t have any real trouble until
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Thomas Sorenson

Oklahoma, Michigan State, UNC, and Cal

Ben Fordham

I think Kansas, Oklahoma, UNC and

Arizona will face Oklahoma and Seton Hall

the Sweet 16, where they’ll most likely meet

will meet this year in the Final Four.

Michigan State are going to be the Final Four

will take on Kentucky in this year’s Final Four.

guys, but Kansas should get past them. I have

to three factors: athletic ability, star power,

taking it all.

but these match ups are very possible.

the Elite 8. Miami isn’t a school typically

and UNC will rely on those factors to make it

Maryland. Maryland is a team with a few NBA
Kansas playing against Miami, the 3 seed, in
known for its basketball prowess, and I give

the edge to the more experienced Jayhawks.

Oklahoma is another lock for the Final Four.

The Sooners will have to go through Texas

A&M and Oregon. I’m still not convinced that
Oregon is a legitimate No. 1 seed, so I’m

feeling pretty confident we’ll see the Sooners

This year, the tournament will come down

and coaching. Oklahoma, Michigan State, Cal,
to the Final Four.

Oklahoma has the best player in the

Michigan State, for one reason: Tom Izzo.

Izzo finally has a team with the talent to win it

For Oklahoma, senior guard Buddy Hield is

ing scorer in the nation at 25 points per game.

into the Final Four.

Michigan State coach Tom Izzo is arguably

again make it.

beat the worn-out winner of that matchup.

champs, including senior Perry Ellis.

Award contender should propel the Sooners

stellar supporting cast around the Wooden

expect West Virginia to come out on top. They
Carolina, and I expect the Mountaineers to

players average double figures for the Big 12

the key. He put up an incredible 46 points

the best coach in the country, having gone to

will play the winner of Kentucky-North

KU is talented and deep. Four different

tournament on their side with Buddy Hield. A

in Houston.

It’s anyone’s ballgame in the East region. I

teams this year, and I’ve got the Jayhawks

seven Final Fours of the past 20. MSU should
While not a popular pick, Cal was one of the

hottest teams in the country over the second

half of the season and has the athletic prowess
to make a deep tournament run.

UNC, led by coach Roy Williams, has both

every game this season and four of the five are

overcomes an all-time great performance by
Hield to bring home the championship.

Or I could be completely wrong. But that’s

March Madness.

m
r

extremely well the past few months with
John’s and Providence.

Oklahoma’s Buddy Hield is the best player

in college basketball and more than capable of

forward Brice Johnson, who averaged 16.6

ma could be the best team in the tournament.

North Carolina is led by 6-foot-10 senior

points and 10.6 rebounds per game. Joel Berry
III, Marcus Paige and Justin Jackson all

average in double-figures for the Tarheels.

Finally, Michigan State very well could have

senior guard Denzel Valentine is one of the

Williams and a star-studded Tar Heels team

Seton Hall could surprise a lot of people in

upper-classmen.

make it to Houston.

— christian.mckinnon.15@gmail.com
@CFMcKinnon

making it to the Final Four this year.

impressive wins over Xavier, Villanova, St.

— the Sooners had the same starting five for

he has this year. I expect Sparty to be the last

North Carolina is my pick to take it all.

talented players but I can’t see either school

Oklahoma has both experience and continuity

been a one-seed. The well-named Tom Izzo is

team dancing at the end of the tournament.

because both schools have great coaches and

this tournament. The Pirates have played

the coaching and star power necessary to

survive the turmoil that is March Madness and

Duke and Kansas are hard to bet against

against KU in January and is the second-lead-

all. With the success Izzo has found with lesser

teams, I expect him to win it all with the talent

The tournament is so unpredictable every year

among the best coaches in the nation and

best all-around players, averaging 19.4 points,

7.6 rebounds and 7.6 assists while shooting 45

leading the Sooners to the Final Four. OklahoJohn Calipari will find a way to get Ken-

tucky back to the Final Four. The Wildcats are
dangerous and hungry after a disappointing
Final Four loss to Wisconsin in last year’s
tournament.

Oklahoma will defeat Calipari and the

Wildcats in the championship game to earn
the program’s first NCAA Tournament title.

percent from deep.

— bfordhamsix@gmail.com
@bfordham6

— thomas.sorenson@aggiemail.usu.edu
@tomcat340

— onthecornerofmainstreet.dh@gmail.com
@TheGrandDanny

Why I hate MW officials
least, it was a foul. Instead the Aztecs got the
ball and promptly tied the game at 61 with
1:32 to play.

“The explanation given to me was when

they blow the whistle they can go over and
KALEN TAYLOR

“Taylor’d to you”
—Kalen is a junior majoring in broadcast journalism.
He’s still trying to get back to writing subjectively but
feels a lot better now this is off his chest.
— kalen.s.taylor@gmail.com
@kalen_taylor

As a sports writer, when I watch a game I

look at it and they can take the foul back,”
said Tim Duryea. “So in their opinion it

basically becomes like a play on without the
whistle blowing.”

Aztecs’ head coach Steve Fisher didn’t offer

much of an explanation which made it seem
even more mysterious to me.

Verbatim the reporter said, “What did the

don’t normally get too emotionally involved.

officials tell you on Zylan’s call? Tony (Padilla,

observing, looking at stats and objectively

can change it.’ But what did he tell you?”

during the game.With that being said, I

know — he did say something, but I won’t

I’m pretty good at taking a step back,

coming to a conclusion of what happened

one of the refs) came over to us and said, ‘We

“Well, he didn’t say anything other than, you

completely lost all objectivity and ability to

repeat what he said,” Fisher said.

ball second-round exit from the Mountain

Rector was shooting a half-court 3-pointer and

accurately report after the USU men’s basket-

Then, with three seconds to play, Shane

West tournament in Las Vegas last week.

was fouled, however the officials didn’t award

ly inconsistent all season long but as I

shots and brought the Aggies within one

Refereeing in the MW has been unfortunate-

mentioned, that’s ok because somehow it
works out.

Well, we reached that final tipping point

and guess what — it didn’t work out. Utah

him three free-throw shots. Rector hit two
66-65. Then things get ridiculous.

Julion Pearre gets called for an intentional

foul on the inbounds play, giving SDSU two

shots and the ball. They made both, essentially

State basketball got completely hosed by what

ending the game on a referees’ judgement call.

chance that its conference would get multiple

called for a foul, it was reviewed and deter-

looked like the MW attempt to protect the

On the ensuing inbounds play Rector was

bids to the NCAA tournament.

mined flagrant. That gave SDSU two shots and

on Zylan Cheatham. Cheatham gets a re-

the refs had gifted the game to San Diego

Let’s begin with the foul-turned-no-foul call

the ball, again. That’s when I lost it. It felt like

bound, takes his right arm off the ball and

State on a golden platter.

stomach — you get the idea here — of USU’s

18-game schedule and it prepares you. It

then it goes to get reviewed for being flagrant

responded and found a way to be playing

takes a shot at the upper thigh or lower

“We’ve had games just like this in our

Lew Evans. The referee sees it, calls a foul and

prepares you for these kind of moments, we

or not.

tomorrow,” Fisher said. “And for that we’re

At this point, there was 1:52 on the clock

and the Aggies were up by two. Getting the
ball back, getting to shoot free throws,

very appreciative.”

It’s the last sentence here that really grinds

my gears. Where I come from you don’t

anything would have given USU a better

appreciate a win. You earn it.

un-call the foul completely, which, I’ve never

the beloved San Diego State didn’t actually get

Evans played it up for sure but at the very

you ruined the game.

chance to win. However, the refs see fit to

seen before and was absolutely ridiculous.

DINOSAURS!
Brian Switek, science
wrtier, Science That
Rocks, Salt Lake City

Join us Friday,
March 18,
at 7 p.m.
ESLC
Auditorium

The best part of the entire scenario is that

into the tournament. Good job Mountain West,

FOLLOW US

@UtahStatesman
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OPINION

TO ALL GRADUATING AGGIES
walk that passes in front of the Ag Science and

blocked, sledded, watched movies, napped on

world's longest kissing chain (are we still #1?

morning, and happened to look up through

I've enjoyed views from the top, and dreaded

and star-gazed on the Quad. Who couldn't

Business buildings to get to class one wintry

the chilly air at the frosty pine trees above and
around me. Then, I looked down at the many
MANDY MORGAN DITTO

“Ditto That”
—Mandy is a senior in print journalism, and thinks it
may be harder to graduate and leave USU than she has
imagined when studying all night for finals in the past.
mandy.m.morgan@aggiemail.usu.edu
@mandy_morg

students walking around me who were

heading to classes, work, lunch, meetings,

naps. Not one other person seemed to have
noticed the beautiful, white, sharp frost on

interesting rooms, offices and nooks in Old
Main, and would never want any part of it
changed.

* The TSC third floor. I may be a bit biased

months — years — doing the same thing: not

desk job in one of the offices, to A-Team, to

We started out at USU looking at every

University in the fall of 2010. That means I've

interesting building, every nook of our

and a religious mission sucked up some time

and all that comes with it was new and fresh

time here, and as it comes to a close, I wanted

something that is so "the same" comes along,

been here nearly 5 years, though internships

classrooms, every frosted tree, because college

in the middle. I've always loved USU and my

to us. But — like anything — losing interest in

to share a few of my thoughts, especially with

and we take it for granted.

We all know it's easy to take something for

the stairs to the top. I've also loved discovering

with this one, but I have had so much involve-

ing them. I realized I had also been spending

rushing from one piece of life to the next.

fellow graduating Aggies.

but also relished in the experience of hiking

every single pine needle and branch surround-

looking around and admiring, but simply
I started as a freshman at Utah State

and run down Old Main hill so many times.

So, I wanted to share a few of the things

that I don't want to take for granted my last

ment on the third floor of the TSC, between a

the Statesman, to Service Center volunteering.
But I think everyone who has taken advantage
of the third floor knows that the ping pong

tables and comfy couches offer a refuge and

napping/studying place to all. There are ways
to be more connected to the university up

difference in one place.

* The Quad. Whether napping in sun or

important to us here at USU.

special to many students. I've watched movies

last few semesters.

two are so iconic at USU, and something I

That was, until I was on my way down the

have always loved about our campus. I've ice

ging a golden table on the third or fourth

floors, falling asleep at a desk back in the
Course Reserves area, dancing silently to

music from headphones with 100 strangers,

it's all been part of the experience. Everyone
has to admit that their relationship with the

library has always been a love-hate one, with
good and bad coming from hours stressing,

studying and laughing (out of crazed anxiety,
usually) there.

USU is an incredible place, and we all take

blizzard. Sit down on the Quad for a minute,

how I was treating USU. I had had it around

for so long, it didn't mean that much to me the

* The library. Studying until midnight,

buying overpriced steamers and soup, snag-

so many places to be involved and make a

have a third floor for everyone to visit and find

running by a massive duck snow sculpture, the

* Old Main and Old Main Hill. I think these

of textbooks and quizzes?

it for granted a little bit. Look around at the

six weeks of this USU experience. Maybe all of

time. The other day, I realized that was exactly

love a place of nature in the middle of a world

there, and to find purpose. Too bad life doesn't

granted once we've had it around for a long

us can look around more to see what is

I don't know), and taken midnight walks over

area of the Quad and the "A" block are all

there for start-of-semester activities, played
ultimate frisbee, joined clubs at Day on the
Quad, become a True Aggie, joined in the

trees, even if you're walking through a

even if you need to run to class in a minute.

Stroll through the third floor of the TSC and

play some ping pong before heading to work.
Don't take being an Aggie on campus for

granted. Someday soon you'll probably be in
an office or at a desk far away, wishing you

could take a run down Old Main Hill or attend
a PoBev.

Quit doing the dishes wrong
It’s like some people make it nearly two

would somehow make cleaning the remaining

filling in the gaps with cups? This is not a

the large spaghetti pot on the bottom shelf

are some of you thinking, loading bowls just

dishes by hand less work, instead of just

every which way and then running a load of
“TRAIL BLAZING”
— Logan Jones isn’t generally this passionate about
household appliance usage.

same way on the bottom, lining up bowls

decades without so much as glimpsing a

properly-loaded wash. What the actual hell

LOGAN JONES

But explain to me how you thought placing

dishes with two dozen butter knives still
sitting in the sink? If you’re the type of

monster that jams an unwashed family-sized

crockpot into the top shelf of a dishwasher, I’m

—logantjones@aggiemail.usu.edu
@Logantj

sucking it up and using what’s left of your

nasty sink-scrubby thing to clean the one pot
you probably need to cook dinner later that
night anyway?

Let’s not forget that most of you reading this

If you’re the type of monster that jams an unwashed family-sized crockpot into the top shelf
of a dishwasher, I’m not totally sure you deserve
the right to vote or drive on major roadways.

Every year a new crop of college kids strike

out on their own only to discover some

unanticipated challenges accompanying their
transition to adulthood. The harsh reality of

your monthly utilities bill probably stung the

first few times — for many of you it still does.

But students adapt; before long, you feel like a
pro putting your load of white laundry on the
correct setting and using about a third of the

recommended amount of soap because soap is
expensive.

Before you go celebrating your newly-dis-

covered independence, allow me to make what
could be considered a bit of a bold claim —

you don’t get to call yourself an adult until you
can properly load a freaking dishwasher.

along the top shelf behind one another and
challenging layout to master. I’ve seen

roommates fit a semester’s worth of produce
into a tiny mini-fridge, so I know the basic

concept of efficient storage exists within the
apartment.

You know that painful utilities bill I brought

up earlier? Well, it’d be a lot less painful if

you didn’t run the washer every time you ate
something with marinara sauce.

I know I’m probably already asking too

much here, but maybe make an effort to

consider the poor roommate who always ends
up unloading the dishes when you face your

not totally sure you deserve the right to vote
or drive on major roadways.

I’m serious, do not be a part of any major

decisions. Make a March Madness bracket and
stop hurting others around you.

Look, I am not a crazy person. I don’t care if

the fork tines are facing upward or downward.
I don’t even particularly care if you group the

little cups and the big cups next to each other

— for at least eight more months this is still a
free country.

are staying in housing built for students,

meaning your appliances are generally crap.

Your dishwasher is not going to undo a week’s
worth of dried barbecue sauce and the

dozen steak knives blades-up in the little

silverware container. The half-second it takes

you to drop those knives in the right way may
save someone an index finger.

The dishwasher is not your washing

fossilized remains of what I’m sure was a

machine. You can’t just dump stuff in there

dishwasher is a glorified drying rack with the

five minutes, put in a fraction of the effort you

delicious bean burrito. The average student’s

added bonus of a warm rinse to make you feel
slightly better about eating off of cookware
that may never be truly clean.

What’s so difficult about facing plates the

with some soap and think “Ha! Done.” Take
normally use to stash groceries in the

three-dimensional Tetris puzzle that is your

refrigerator, and do your freaking dishes right.
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DRIVERS-REGIONAL ROUTES and dedicat-

ed lanes in Western US. Steady miles. Bonus

929-9140 www.GoAndrus.com

DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT TO

HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. Free 3 Day

Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free Towing, All

Paperwork Taken Care Of. CALL 1-800-3604120

Does your auto club offer no hassle service

and rewards? Call Auto Club of America

(ACA) & Get $200 in ACA Rewards! (New

members only) Roadside Assistance & Monthly
Rewards. Call 1-800-417-0340

Got an older car, boat or RV? Do the

humane thing. Donate it to the Humane
Society. Call 1- 800-849-1593

BUILDING MATERIAL
METAL ROOF/WALL Panels, Pre-engineered

Metal Buildings. Mill prices for sheeting coil
are at a 4 year low. You get the savings. 17
Colors prime material, cut to your exact

length. CO Building Systems 1-800-COBLDGS
(ucan)1of4

FINANCIAL
Sell your structured settlement or annuity

payments for CASH NOW. You don't have to

wait for your future payments any longer! Call
1-800-681-3252

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFITS

Unable to work? Denied benefits? We Can
Help! WIN or Pay Nothing! Contact Bill

Gordon & Associates at 1-800-871-7805 to
start your application today!

ELECTRONICS
Computer problems - viruses, lost data,

news editor

Kielbasa Sausages Order The Family Gourmet

Feast - ONLY $49.99. 1-800-298-5998 mention
offer 40332ZTN or www.OmahaSteaks.com/
A PLACE FOR MOM. The nation's largest

senior living referral service. Contact our

trusted, local experts today! Our service is

FREE/no obligation. CALL 1-800-685-8604
Got Knee Pain? Back Pain? Shoulder Pain?

Get a painrelieving brace at little or NO cost to
you. Medicare Patients Call Health Hotline
Now! 1-800-914-8849

Emergencies can strike at any time. Wise

Food Storage makes it easy to prepare with

tasty, easy-to-cook meals that have a 25-year
shelf life. FREE sample. Call: 800-310-6993

Life Alert. 24/7. One press of a button sends

help FAST! Medical, Fire, Burglar. Even if you
can?t reach a phone! FREE Brochure. CALL
800-975-3361

CPAP/BIPAP supplies at little or no cost from

Allied Medical Supply Network! Fresh supplies
delivered right to your door. Insurance may
cover all costs. 800-575-1885

Safe Step Walk-In Tub Alert for Seniors.

Bathroom falls can be fatal. Approved by

Arthritis Foundation. Therapeutic Jets. Less
Than 4 Inch Step-In. Wide Door. Anti-Slip

Floors. American Made. Installation Included.
Call 800-682-1403 for $750 Off.

PERSONALS
Meet singles right now! No paid operators,

just real people like you. Browse greetings,
exchange messages and connect live. Try it
free. Call now: 800-359-2796

APARTMENTS
BROOKLANE APARTMENTS Rent as low as

$550 per contract Summer 2016 (May 9

1-800-883-0979

to USU, Comcast high-speed internet,

On Site! 24/7 Service. Friendly Repair Experts. through August 25). Discounts for Summer/
School Year contracts. Private bedrooms, close
Macs and PCs. Call for FREE diagnosis.

Home Genie HD/DVR upgrade. Starting at

$19.99/mo. FREE 3 months of HBO, SHOWTIME & STARZ. New Customers Only. Don’t
settle for cable. Call Now 1-800-410-4728
DISH TV 190 channels plus Highspeed

Internet Only $49.94/mo! Ask about a 3 year
price guarantee & get Netflix included for 1
year! Call Today 1-800-611-1081

MISCELLANEOUS

ENJOY 100% guaranteed, delivered-to-the-

door Omaha Steaks! SAVE 77% PLUS 4 FREE

semi-furnished. Stop by at 645 E 900 N, #1 or
call 435-753-7227. Just the right time to sign
up!!

Pine View West Apartments located close to

campus has newly remodeled shared bed-

rooms available for the 2016-2017 school year.
Some amenities including: paid gas utilities,
heated swimming pool and spa, covered

parking, within walking distance to campus.

Visit our website at: www.pineviewwest.com
for pictures, rental application and more

information. Schedule a tour today by calling
our on-site manager at (435) 753-0757.
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CALENDAR | MARCH 17 - MARCH 22
A DD Y OUR EVENT AT U S U S TAT E S M A N . C O M / E V E N T S

THURSDAY, MARCH 17
Kick Butts Day
TSC (In Front Of Bookstore)
Free, 9:00 a.m.

Growing West: Exploring
Art & Agriculture
Exhibition
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art

iPad Class

Social Networks and the

North Logan City Library

Social Ecology of Birds

Free, 2:00 p.m.

Utah State University ENGR 108
Free, 4:00 p.m.

Free, 1:00 p.m.

Early Career and Lifetime
Achievement Awards

What Dreams Are Made Of

USU Taggart Student Center

$5, 7:00 p.m.

Ballroom

Sky View High School Auditorium

Free, 7:00 p.m.

FRIDAY, MARCH 18
Advanced SAS Online
Training

11th Annual Scrabble
Scramble

Central Park

Logan River Golf Course

Free, 7:00 a.m.

$10-$90, 6:00 p.m.

Beauty and the Beast

Science Unwrapped-

Ellen Eccles Theater-Cache Valley
Center for the Arts

DinoStars

$0-$21. Visit www.cvballet.org for
pricing detail and to purchase tickets, 7:30 p.m.

Eccles Science Learning Center
Auditorium
Free, 7:00 p.m.

Puppet Opera -Department
of Music
Chase Fine Arts Center, Morgan
Theater
For ticket information and cost, contact the CCA Box Offfice 797-8022,
7:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, MARCH 19
Music Box Concert SeriesFor Children
Utah State University
Free, 11:00 a.m.

LuLaRoe Benefit Boutique
for Four Paws Rescue

Ellen Eccles Theater-Cache Valley
Kent Concert Hall, Chase Fine Arts Center for the Arts
Center, USU Campus
$0-$21. Visit www.cvballet.org for
pricing detail and to purchase tickFree, 1:00 p.m.
ets, 1:30 p.m.

Polynesian Student Union’s The Engaged Leader
Annual Volleyball
Training
Tournament
Eccles Conference Center
HPER Building
$40, 8:30 a.m.

Beauty and the Beast

$30 for USU students, 9:45 a.m.

Beauty and the Beast

Ellen Eccles Theater-Cache Valley
Center for the Arts

$0-$21. Visit www.cvballet.org for
pricing detail and to purchase tickets, 7:30 p.m.

Puppet Opera -Department
of Music
Chase Fine Arts Center, Morgan
Theater
For ticket information and cost, contact the CCA Box Offfice 797-8022,
7:30 p.m.

MONDAY, MARCH 21
Art Classes At CacheArts
The Bullen Center

Movie Monday- The Good
Dinosaur

$60-$100. Children: $60 (includes North Logan City Library
materials) Adults: $100 (two hour Free, 6:30 p.m.
class), 12:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22
Republican Presidential
Voting
Mt. Logan Middle School
Auditorium
Free, 7:00 p.m.

GET IT DAILY AT

OPINION USUSTATESMAN.COM

